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if you are looking for an interesting activity to do with your students, then come to
this site, where you will find many fun and exciting ice age activities, games and
resources that you can download and print. you will find things like: interactive

snow globe - a snow globe is a wonderful way to inspire the imagination of kids. this
is a fun interactive snow globe to play with your kids. this one includes a snow man,
and also has a "snow man world" game to play. this snow globe is for kids ages 4 to

7 years old. julian and peaches are the new couple to be married, but peaches is
still reluctant about the wedding. while preparing for the wedding, manny, ellie, and
a newly-wed francine discover the existence of a lost world, and attempt to return

there. the group discovers that peaches' parents are being held hostage by the
herd, who believe that the dinosaurs are the reason they are not wealthy. the herd
kidnaps peaches, and sid, diego, and buck go in search of her. meanwhile, back in
the present, the humans have created a synthetic food source for the lost world

dinosaurs to eat. when the dinosaurs eat this food, they are transformed into
humans, and the humans attempt to enslave the surviving dinosaurs. manny, ellie,
and a newly married francine discover the existence of a lost world, and attempt to
return there. the group discovers that peaches' parents are being held hostage by
the herd, who believe that the dinosaurs are the reason they are not wealthy. the
herd kidnaps peaches, and sid, diego, and buck go in search of her. meanwhile,

back in the present, the humans have created a synthetic food source for the lost
world dinosaurs to eat.
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the “dream team” is made
up of the main human

characters from the ice age
franchise, including scrat,
the protagonist of the first
two films in the series, and

his fellow waddles, an
elephant, and a saber-

toothed cat named sid. in
addition to the ice age

characters, this incarnation
of the dream team includes a

squirrel, a dog, a bear, a
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rabbit, and a dinosaur. [9]
the characters from the ice
age family are similar to the
ones in the original movies.

the dream team also
contains characters from the
peanuts television specials,

including snoopy, charlie
brown, and peppermint

patty. [10] the story begins
when scrat accidentally

activates a nearby alien ship.
instead of being taken to
space, however, scrat and
his acorn are propelled into
the interstellar void. there,
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scrat accidentally starts an
asteroid collision with earth,
which then heads towards

earth’s orbit. the film’s
protagonist is scrat, a weasel
in the first film who is named

after a rodent who
accidentally caused a russian

explosion during the cold
war. his past is as a rat who,
in order to find a new home,
swallows an acorn to get him

out of trouble. he then
breaks free from the acorn

and floats into the world. he
decides to return to it after
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he finds a ball of dung. he
then encounters a talking

walnut, who explains to him
that he is an embarrassment
to his family. the walnut then

insults scrat, and he runs
away. he then meets the

other characters in the film;
namely, the walnut’s family,
who are living in a tree. while

scrat is trying to find the
acorn, he encounters the

squirrel, a dog, and a bear.
the dog then steals scrat’s
acorn, and the bear tries to

eat him. 5ec8ef588b
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